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Abstract
In this research used qualitative research method, qualitative research is “a situated activity that locates
the observer in the world. It consist of set of interpretive, material practices that make the world visible.
These practice transform the world and in this research would be find out how speech and grammar used
by Fathia Izzati and Nessie Jedge in the video of Cara Berbahasa Inggris dengan Lancar. In this research,
finding the conclusion from video cara berbahasa inggris by Nessie Jedge and Fathia, there are many
word used in their conversation its like anaphoric, textual theme, reference, topical theme and
comparative reference. And the second analyze finding some mistakes in their conversation still not
using grammatical appropriate.
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INTRODUCTION
The communication cannot separated from the human, an everyday human is always speaking
with the producing the words, in even the woman expend 20.000 words and the man expend
13.000 words in every day. Every words who they speak expend the forming a variety of
sentences that have meaning. According to Carter (1993), discourse analysis is a branch of
linguistic applied to do evaluation the discourse with the purposes and something has relation.
That explain experts above, it can be concluded that discourse analysis is using language in
social context, especially to use language between speaker using language can be known
although a do not formulated in grammatically. Because the language is something ability
owned by the human such as communication device with the other people.
The ability of English in every century is different especially in speaking, the environment has
influence in using a language. The communication in learning activities in classroom can be
implementation English. According to Hall & Fine (2008) that spoken language has the power
and connection with the study speech act in discussion as sample to try comprehend the larger
structure in conversation as discussion at the same time.
According to Michael (2005), Grammar is the rules that show how words are combined,
arranged or changed to show certain kinds of meaning.’’Grammar is a language is the set of
rules that govern its structure. Grammar determines how words are arranged to form meaningful
units.’’ Explain above that, we can conclude about Grammar is the rules of how consisting the
word can be sentence and then to show meaningful units. Haryudin & Argawati (2018) said
that grammar is one of the important things. Strumph and Douglas (2004, p.14) also say “study
grammar so that we may speak and write in a clearer and more effective manner”. Therefore, it
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can be concluded that grammar is the system of structural devices by which a language
organizes meaning (Apsari, 2018). Some of the things that must be considered in analysing
grammar in conversation is using. The researcher found the problem in Fathia Izzati and Nessie
Jedges's video, because they are people social media user active who have address of youtube
or popular with youtuber, and they have many accent and they sometimes upload their
conversation in English . And for students that video can give describe about accent and some
the purposes to improve or develop the student’s skill in speaking english. So that the researcher
want to know how English which used by Fathia izzati and Nessie Jedge in accordance with
the speaking context or the using Grammar in daily activity conversation same.
Vocabulary and then can be analysing with rhythm the sounds of the speakers. In this research
will be to know about speech, Speech is shape communication for give expression in the form
of utterance, and then follow by action, that action conducted in accordance with the speech.
For example expression of apologize. (Hadinegoro, 2003) explain that speech is transferring or
the think utterance of the word or prepare a discourse will social as purpose and listener can be
mean accept also what the speaker transfer through conversation. So in the speaking formed
sentences that are arranged and meaningful "Syntax is the study of the principles and processes
by which sentences are constructed in particular languages. Syntactic investigation of a given
language has as its goal the construction of a grammar that can be viewed as a device of some
sort for producing the sentences of the language under analysis (Chomsky, 2002)
From that definition above, it can be concluded that syntax is the principle and process
formation of sentence in language with a unit of grammar that can be describe structure of
sentence in appropriate with that purposes of sentence. With the analysing Grammar we know
about something that meaning of the speaker and to know how the meaning of important in
conversation because of that grammar is using in daily life. The aim of this research is to find
out how to use using Grammar in English conversation or sentence which used in video of
Fathia Izzati and Nessie Jedge .
METHOD
According to (Clisset, 2008) qualitative research covers a wide range of approaches for the
exploration of human experience, perceptions, motivations and behaviors and is concerned with
the collection and analysis of words whether in the form of speech or writing.” Qualitative
research is ``a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of set of
interpretive, material practices that make the world visible. These practices transform the world.
They turn the world into a series of representations, including field notes, interviews,
conversations, photographs, recordings and memos to the self. At this level, qualitative research
involves an interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world. This means that qualitative
researchers study things in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret,
phenomena in terms of the meaning people bring to them(Denzin & lincoln, 2005). From that
definition above we can conclude this research using notes conversation in video. That research
using by media video in taking the data and the researcher as the participant in this research.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results
Transcript
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Transcript of Fathia Izzati and Nessie Jedge in Video of Cara Berbahasa Inggris Lancar (Judge,
2016)
Fathia Izzati
: Well I think I am just going to last throughout this whole video, Hi
guys !
Nessie Jedge
: So my channel and cheese channel both are delivered in English
mostly and we get a lot of question asking us on tips how to speak
English true
Fathia Izzati
: You all ask how do we learn English how do you get me tips lalala
and since we are really nice people we are sure to give you tips sounds
really bad and we are good citizen we are here to give five tips on
how to speak English
Nessie Jedge
: Number five, read books
Fathia Izzati
: 400 tapas
Nessie Jedge
: Haley’s read this book specifically
Fathia Izzati
: Reading a book is a great way to get for you to get more vocabulary
and you can also learn about the grammar from books
Nessie Jedge
: It depends on what you are reading but yeah you can’t hurt about
grammar you can learn about how certain phrases is used in sentence
that’s true
Fathia Izzati
: Nice tip
Nessie Jedge and : Number four
Fathia Izzati
Fathia Izzati
: Okay guys so the tips I tell everyone to watch movies and to watch a
lot of them or watch our youtube videos
Nessie Jedge
: But don’t use Indonesian subtitle because a lot of title you will just be
focusing
Fathia Izzati
: On that English subtitle also so you can actually like see how the word
looks like if you are a visual person you like listen and see how like
the spelling is and that will be really good for you, okay guys so um
I think, we should talk about our favorite movie so I could like
recommend them
Nessie Jedge
: Why ?
Fathia Izzati
: I don’t know, well
Nessie Jedge
: Can we tell them to Australian movies my favorite movie is a titanic
Fathia Izzati
: That’s good one jack, oh god my favorite movie let’s see I have a lot
but I will just talk about though a recent one that I watched : now you
see me
Nessie Jedge and : Number three
Fathia Izzati
Fathia Izzati
: Okay this is a follow up from tip number five and four if you don’t
really understand a certain word if you are reading a book and like
there is a word that’s really peculiar just circle it and google the word
google definition because if you just think that you know the word
you might actually be saying it or using it wrong especially phrases,
right ?
Nessie Jedge

: Yes, oh my god especially in Indonesia sometime you hear but you
are not entirely sure whether or not it’s being correctly just google it
like keep support
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Fathia Izzati
Nessie Jedge
Fathia Izzati
Nessie Jedge
Fathia Izzati
Nessie Jedge
Fathia Izzati
Nessie Jedge
Fathia Izzati
Nessie Jedge
Fathia Izzati and
Nessie Jedge
Fathia Izzati
Nessie Jedge
Fathia Izzati
Nessie Jedge

Fathia Izzati

Nessie Jedge

Fathia Izzati and
Nessie Jedge
Nessie Jedge

Fathia Izzati
Nessie Jedge

Fathia Izzati

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Should be keep supporting
Keep smile
Keep smiling
I hope smooth
I don’t know
Thanks for support
Thanks for the support, thanks for your support
Yeah, and the list goes on and on none and not bad
We recommended using urban dictionary especially if you’re into
slang like it’s like lit what does that even mean urban dictionary it
: Also bahasa Indonesia has a different structure to English so stop
trying to translate word to word
: Number two
: Get a friend guys, really because you need someone to practice your
English
: Force it, force it
: Or you can go or you can always go on tinder or grinder we don’t
discriminate
: Yeah, having someone practice with makes it a lot easier to know
whether or not you are not saying something wrong and they can
always give it bags and it’s just really good way to learn
: And if they don’t give feedback they are not a real friend I am just
kidding guys, but seriously if there is someone who always correct
your grammar they are actually being helpful like they are not trying
to give grammar or anything you are just trying to make you a better
English speaking person
: Yes, so don’t get to unhurt all the time be able corrects you because
they really care about your work improvement. It would be even more
beneficial if you could find a native speaker or someone who speaks
the language very well
: Number one, Just do it
: Above all the biggest tip we can give you is just do it guys, even if
you are just trying to post comments on an English video it’s okay
even if someone corrects you see it as a positive
: Don’t think that you have to learn the language but think of it as an
experience um really immerse yourself in the language itself
: Makes it so much fun to study it just be a part of language, so those
were our tips we would like to hear more if could comment down
bellow just put more tips so that we can help each other honestly both
of us first language is bahasa Indonesia, there were time in our lives
that we could not speak English right as well but we learnt so if we
can do it
: You guys can too

Table 2. Kind of Discourse Analysis Grammar Used by Fathia Izzati and Nessie Jedge in The
Video of Cara Berbahasa Inggris lancer
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Category
Anaphoric
Textual
theme

Statement
Everyone to watch movies and
to watch a lot of them
-Also so you can actually like
see how the word looks
- Okay guys so the tips I tell
everyone to watch movies

Reference

-We are good citizen we are
here to give tips
- we get a lot of questions
asking us on tips

Topical
theme,
unmarked
theme
Comparative
reference

My channel and cheese channel
both are delivered in English
mostly

Interpersonal
Theme

-So that, we can help each other
honestly
- How like the spelling is

Ellipsis

-Thanks for the support, thanks
for your support
- Reading a book is a great way
to get for you to get more
vocabulary

- You are just trying to make
you a better English speaking
person.
- Reading a book is a great way
to get for you to get more
vocabulary
- It would be even more
beneficial if you could find a
native speaker

Analyze
In that statement found backward
reference between to watch and them.
-In that statement the speaker have a
mistake in her speak because using
continuative as theme like Also, so, and
you
-Same with the previous statement this
case using continuative as theme in her
speak
- In that statement there is reference, the
speaker would to say to the people or
watcher that they are kind people because
of that the speaker would to give some tips
- In the second statement or that utterance
there is reference until the listener more
easier to understand it
In that statement is nominal group
complex as theme

In that statement explain to the listener or
watcher there is comparative reference
keeps track of identify and similarity
through indirect reference using adjective
better
-- In that statement also would to give to
know to the watcher that the great way to
speak in English you have to read a lot of
book because we can get many
vocabularies there is word using adjective
More
- In that statement if you find a native
speaker, it would be more beneficial in
your speaking en English, the keyword in
the text is More
-In that text there is vocative as theme
because there are so, that, and we
-In the word of How and Like using WHelements as theme
- In the statement the speaker would like to
explain to the people or the watcher that
have to always support and the speaker
emphasizing the statement in their video
until twice.
- In that statement also would to give to
know to the watcher that the great way to
speak in English you have to read a lot of
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Textual
theme

book because we can get many
vocabularies
Well, I think I am just going to In that statement use continuative as
last throughout
theme in well and I

Table 3. Kind of Analysis by Grammar used by Fathia Izzati and Nessie Jedge in The Video
of Cara Berbahasa Inggris Lancar
Statement in the
conversation
Nessie said :
She says job
Wednesday
Nessie Said :
So my channel and
cheese channel
Nessie Said :
so my channel and
cheese channel both
are delivered
Nessie said :
we get a lot of
question asking us
Nessie said :
you can learn about
how certain phrases is
used in sentence
Nessie said :
you will just be
focusing
Fathia Said :
I could like
recommend them
Nessie said :
can we tell them to
Australian movies my
favorite movie is a
titanic
Fathia said :
should be keep
supporting
Nessie said :
all the time be able
corrects you
Nessie said :
the biggest tip we can
give you is just do it
guys

Meaning

Correct

The speaker would like explain in She said job Wednesday
the previous meeting have a job in
Wednesday
The speaker would like to explain So, My friend and I
that this is our channel
So, My cheese friend and I
Nessie would like to explain in their so my channel and cheese
youtube channel
channel both delivered

Nessie would like to give to know
in the previous video many
questions from the peoples
Nessie would like to explain to the
watcher we can learn about the
phrases used in the sentence

We got a lot of question
asking us
you can learn about how
certain phrases used in
sentence

The speaker want to the watcher you just be focus
focus in the subtittle
Fathia would like to give some
options to the watcher about the
movie
In this statement nessie want to
explain that we can tell to the
watcher about the Australian movie

I could like to recommend
them
We can tell them to
Australian
movies
my
favorite movie is a titanic

Fathia’s statement want to always should be keep support
supported by the watcher
Nessie would like to explain that
corrected by your friend itself is
really care about you
Nessie would like to explain that the
biggest tip by nessie and fathia just
the spirit to do it

all the time be able to correct
you
the biggest tip we can give to
you is, just do it guys
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Nessie said :
If someone corrects
you see it as a positive

Nessie would like to clarification if if someone correct you see it
there is someone judge you about as a positive
the grammar critic your grammar
but you can see it as a positive or
positive thinking

Discussion
This research result from the transcript and analysis of the video “Fathia Izzati and Nessie Jedge
Video of Cara Berbahasa Inggris Lancar”.I think the result can answer the research question
above and in this research result can made us to know what kind of discourse the grammar
used by Fathia Izzati and Nessie Jedge in the video of cara berbahasa inggris.And also in that
conversation video found some words which used by fathia izzati and nessie jedge is not
appropriate in grammatical structure.
CONCLUSION
In this research, finding the conclusion from the video of cara berbahasa inggris by nessie jedge
and fathia, there are many word used in their conversation its like anaphoric, textual theme,
reference, topical theme and comparative reference. And the second analysis the researcher
found the mistake in their conversation that still not using grammatical appropriate. In this
research show that in the speaking in English, grammar is not to be priority for us such as the
foreign language because of that part of the peoples in speaking English the grammar is not the
problem for the people who wants to speak in English.
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